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About This Game

PRIMAL CARNAGE: EXTINCTION

Created By Ashton Anderson

Dinosaurs have been resurrected from extinction on a remote tropical island. Now they have escaped, and a team of elite
mercenaries has been dispatched to remove the threat.

The stage is set for the ultimate battle between man and beast.

Will you hunt down human prey as a variety of legendary prehistoric creatures? Or join the mercenary team and make these
bloodthirsty beasts extinct for the second time?

The Real Question Is... Can You Survive?

bigger. Better. More.

Primal Carnage: Extinction takes the successful formula of the original game and reinvigorates it with more dinosaurs, more
game modes and more maps! Also featuring improved graphics, overhauled gameplay mechanics, re-imagined levels and greater

customization that lets you play your own way.
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intense Dino Gameplay

Unleash your inner dinosaur as you take control of the deadliest predators the world has ever known. Choose from 10 unique
dinosaur classes with specialized roles, from sneaky spitters to towering tyrants, all ruthless and very hungry.

specialized Human Classes

Survive the island as one of 5 distinct human classes, each with their own special abilities to help the team. Use a wide variety of
devastating weaponry and gadgets to take down your scaly foes.

multiple Modes Of Carnage

[/h2]
Fight to the top of the food chain in Team Deathmatch.

Work together to reach rescue, or ensure the humans never leave the island in
the objective-based Get to the Chopper.

Challenge yourself to a never-ending onslaught of AI dinos in Survival co-op.

Stalk the humans as an invisible raptor or band together to take it down in
Hunt mode.

Steal eggs from dinosaur nests or protect your unhatched babies in Capture The
Egg.

diverse Environments

Wage over the top prehistoric warfare in a variety of environments, ranging from
lush tropical jungles, to perilous mountaintops, to abandoned labs. Some maps

feature blizzards and environmental hazards such as acid pits, so guns and teeth
aren't the only things to worry about.

loot System

Extinction supports the Steam Economy. Obtain a variety of skins and accessories
for human and dinosaur alike through the in-game store & drop system. There is

now a crafting system to convert lower tier items into even more valuable cosmetics.
Players can also choose to trade items on the Steam Marketplace
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workshop Support

Players can now create their own maps and cosmetics for submission to the
Extinction Workshop page. All items will be curated and have a chance of being

officially added to Primal Carnage: Extinction!
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Title: Primal Carnage: Extinction
Genre: Action, Indie
Developer:
Circle Five Studios, Pub Games
Publisher:
Circle Five Studios
Release Date: 3 Apr, 2015

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP Service Pack 3

Processor: 2.0GHz+ Single-Core CPU

Memory: 5 GB RAM

Graphics: 512 MB+ dedicated graphics card supporting Shader Model 3.0

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Storage: 12 GB available space

Additional Notes: *Users may experience comaptibility issues attempting to run the game on 32-bit systems

English,French,German
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this game will not close down it gust keeps running would not rekemend. sad, lame and lumpy game
fights are basically always one sided and thats if there is any cus most of the time 90% of servers are dead and the ones where
there is someone its full dino
not surprised tho playing as dino IS quite enjoyable even singleplayer
now THIS is what you call wasted potential
i rate it 1 out of 10 servers where someone is playing and 1 game of competetive that i played (2 v 2) and regreted it deeply just
as money spend on tis game
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